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Imran Ali Namazi, Founder

I, Imran, a programmer since 2006, always passionate since college about electronics, coding, writing and am now building YieldMore 3.0 - begun in 2013.




Imran Can Help You

Always willing to help anyone and toil for any cause, I can be contacted in my capacities:

	As an ideator / content writer to develop your ideas in exchange for Credit, and promotion in our community.
	As a programmer - tired of database web systems with their abstractions and overcomplexities, I now work exclusively with Amadeus Web Builder that powers the YieldMore.org Community.
	As a mentor and teacher, ready to help unlearn the old and learn any new skill / way of working.
	As a Mindspace Coach in Software and other companies, teaching also the Art of Programming.
	As a programming/skills trainer to large companies, charities, individuals, upcoming schools and youngsters - with a commitment from them to break away from the system.
	As scribe / curator / librarian / webmaster for really forward thinking ventures and not-for-profits that would serve humanity! 




My father once said, its upto the worker to bring all his skill, experience and forces to bear on the job at hand. I try to do just that!

Thanks & Sincerely,

Dreamer turning Doer,

Imran Ali Namazi



Imran - Author / Healer With Words

[image: ]

"Where there is joy in the heart and the person is in intimate touch with the cosmos, there poetry reigns! When it's brimming from the soul, there in every motion, every thought, then humankind will lead the Life Divine - such is the power of the future poetry" - Imran Ali Namazi.



"If only we learn to let go of our cares and niggles, even if only for a moment, there we find bliss and thus enraptured, we are lead to 'spontaneous creation and expression'. Some call this flow state, some call this Samadi - I call this poetry" - Imran Ali Namazi's Blog.



As a writer, Imran can

	Write for an occation like a birthday, pregnancy, or a death.
	Help you / your myriad families heal with words.
	Tell your story mixing the good and the bad, offering hope and faith in the divine
	Dare to tell humanity how to live!




Imran Also Tries To

I continue to develop YieldMore.org's Core Programs viz Immersive Education, Growth & Healing and the PACT Education Forum.

	Develop YieldMore.org.
	Promote others on the network.
	Work for some cause or charity of your choosing.
	Work on Amadeus.
	Be an artist (writer) and healer.
	Others (please specify)
	Personal Upkeep




UPI and Paypal Details

If you like Imran's work or have been benefitted by one of his articles or programs, you may

UPI ID for Indian Money Transfer (GPay / PhonePe etc):
Text Copied!

I can also be transferred money on paypal using

Text Copied!








	Initiatives — Promotion


Yieldmore Ideas



Core Ideas of YieldMore.org - Services of Imran

	Immersive Education - Music and Values based Education upto age 30.
	Growth and Healing = Dedicated Spaces at Schools, Colleges, Offices and Resident's Associations.
	Evolving Sunlight - Quality Effort at Workplaces and Process Makeovers.
	Amadeus Webmaster - Enriching Life's Missions With Technology and Amadeus Web Builder.
	YieldMore Community Member - A Profile Listing for those with a shared vision. Rs 1000, 2000 and 5000 plans available. Blog at Rs 500 per article. Viewership not guaranteed.


All programs work with a base fee of Rs 5000/- and a half day / full day fee of Rs 4000 / 7500 + GST. Further license and program charges may apply.
To discuss further, we charge
	Rs 1500 for a 60 minute video discussion.
	Rs 6000 for a meeting at your office - arrangements can be made.
	Rs 750 for a changemaker profile - email followed by a short video call.




At yieldmore.org, having stockpiled ideas, inspiring curation, resources and written compelling articles, we now promote multiple people, organisations, programs and initiatives, interacting imaginatively with the world.


If you like this page and want to make your own, simply correlate the content with this format and send it to us.

You may pay Imran a base fee and join.
UPI ID for Indian Money Transfer (GPay / PhonePe etc):
Text Copied!
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Vishwas



About Vishwas

Persons with mental illness and their families become isolated from society. They have to suffer because of lack of knowledge, misbeliefs, and stigma. There is no other support or guidance available to them apart from the help from doctors. Often the so-called mental illness is a spiritual process which helps in healing and awakening at a very deep level. It is said that the waters in which a mystic swims in are the same waters in which a person with so-called mental illness drowns in. Our attempt is to help them at least float in these waters. We want to provide a space for support without judgment.
Vishwas is an organization where we believe that with support and guidance all persons who are in a spiritual journey but termed as mentally ill, will blossom into their full selves and change the world!

Why Vishwas

Vishwas is a Sanskrit word that when translated in English has many meanings according to the Collins dictionary. All of these words compoundingly convey what we are trying to provide through this initiative. Firstly, it means 'assurance' and when you give someone assurance that things are ok or they are going to be ok, you are trying to make them less worried. Vishwas also translates into 'confidence' or 'conviction' and here at Vishwas we are trying to nurture that confidence and belief in your thinking and the way you might be feeling.
Here 'conviction' also points towards a feeling of certainty and that something that you are experiencing exists, is true and might be for good. The word vishwas also means 'credence' and through Vishwas we hope to lend credence to your consciousness and awareness of your spiritual energies so that you feel empowered and not bewildered. We are also trying to lend credence to your feelings and awareness. Vishwas also means 'notion' and we at 
Vishwas are here to support your ideas and thinking in meaningful ways and guide you to the right kind of therapies and support that may heal you in dealing with your mental health crises and emergencies. And lastly vishwas means 'trust' which is going to be the very basis of our work and partnership with you because we believe in you and your understanding of your world and we expect you to trust us and allow us to support you in your healing process. 

What is Spirituality

Spirituality is an acknowledged concept. It involves belief, experience and for some, obedience to an all powerful force usually called God, who resides within each of us.  It involves the ways in which people fulfill what they hold to be the purpose of their lives, a search for the meaning of life and a sense of connectedness to the universe. The universality of spirituality extends across creed and culture. For a lot of persons undergoing the so-called extreme states of consciousness, spirituality is an energy which drives all actions and intentions in a profoundly experiential and transcendent way. At the same time, spirituality is very much personal and unique to each person. It is a sacred realm of human experience. Spirituality nurtures many  qualities such as love, honesty, patience, tolerance, compassion, a sense of detachment, faith, and hope.
Of late, there are some reports which suggest that some areas of the brain, mainly the nondominant one, are involved in the appreciation and fulfillment of spiritual values and experiences. However, universal consciousness is much beyond the physical brain and even our minds.

Spiritual Processes

The spiritual processes are all processes which can cause a shift in one's identity and reality, an acknowledgment of the cosmic consciousness, an expanded bandwidth of perception, phenomena which are very transformative if allowed to integrate into one's life.
To know more click here.
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